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Professor Ajith gave welcome speech and gave brief introduction of guest. 

Speaker Profile:  

A seminar was conducted by BYJU’s Coaching classes on 25/07/2017 from 9.00 am – 11.00 am. 

The topic of the seminar was Higher education, what you need to know. The session was 

conducted by the following speakers. AMIT RAVINDRA who has trained over 30000 students 

over the past 10 years for various exams such as CAT, GMAT, GRE, and UPSC. 760 / 800 

Scorer in GMAT, 100 percentiler in CAT. Serial entrepreneur and Incubator- Few of his 

successful companies is – Precision component manufacturing firm “Sri Rama Auto 

components” in Bangalore, LED firm “Amlite”.Gold Medalist, Mechanical Engineering, UVCE, 

Bangalore NTSE scholar. He was accompanied by Mr.P N Santosh an MBA from ISB, 

Hyderabad and an Electrical Engineer (Gold Medalist from CEG-Anna University, Chennai) is a 

100 percentile scorer in CAT Verbal and 338 out of 340 scorer in GRE,780/800 scorer in 

GMAT. Co-founder of one of the top Edu-tech company Byju's Classes. 

The session was beneficial to the students and it enlightened them in terms of how to plan their 

higher education. Which all are the various opportunities in front of them where they can venture 

out after they complete their graduation. They were also given free passes to attend the Byju’s 

counseling sessions which happened in campus with their representatives spending more time 

with the students clearing their doubts and thereby enhancing their career opportunities. The 

Students were also made to solve couple of questions and were given an idea on how to read and 

comprehend a paragraph quickly without losing time in the competitive exams and how to 

analyze and answer the questions raised from the same. 

The session was fruitful and it ended with the clearing of the doubts raised by the students. The 

session went on for two hours and was concluded at 11.00am. 



 

Mr. Amit Ravindra addressing the students 

 


